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Dear All, 
I was very moved last week when I 
saw the faces of so many of the 
people who took Communion for 
the first time in months.  While a 
few people e-mailed me and shared 
their experiences, I saw a tear in the 
eyes of many more.  For me as a 
priest this was a most wonderful moment. 

Anyone who knows me knows that I try to influence people’s hearts to greater 
faith via their brains rather than by trying to pull at their ‘heart strings’; but there 
are times when we need to be in awe, or to put it another way, to have a “God 
loves me” moment, and I am sure that there were a good number of these last 
weekend.  So to all who witnessed to their faith by showing such love for the 
Eucharist, thank you. 

This weekend is the feast of ‘Corpus Christi’, that is, the feast of the Body and 
Blood of Christ.  So particularly to those who live in the Valley, if you couldn’t 
get to Communion last week please do be part of our Zoom Mass and receive 
Communion this week. 

Our numbers at church last week were modest, but that is very much what I 
expected; the important thing is that we move forward in a safe and sustainable 
way.  I was really please that so many were still part of the celebration of Mass 
through our Zoom broadcast, and as mentioned, that then a good number received 
Communion after Mass.  Just this week Bp. Gregory has stressed the importance 
and appropriateness of attending Mass via Zoom and then receiving Communion 
after Mass.  And it was great to see what almost turned into a traffic jam outside 
the church in Sparwood – and I am sure the honking of horns was people saying 
hello to one another! 

And on the subject of the Zoom Mass, apologies for the sound issues last week.  
We hope that we have resolved the problem.  It appears that one of the bluetooth 
microphones was trying to ‘pair’ with two different computers at the same time, 

Our Weekend Mass Schedule for the Valley is now:  
Fernie on Saturday evening at 5pm,  

Sparwood at the new time of 9am Sunday morning,  
and Elkford at 4pm Sunday afternoon. 

The Sunday Mass broadcast via Zoom will continue on Sunday mornings at 9am.
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and not being too successful with either one!  After Mass last week we powered 
down the whole system, ‘un-paired’ all the devices, and then powered up again, 
and of course, it worked perfectly!  Here is hoping that it will all work better this 
week. 

And in a way, a little problem with the sound this week might be a help to me 
because I am struggling with my sermon!  You don’t want a discourse on 
Transubstantiation, and to ‘break open’ John 6 would not really be possible in just 
a few minutes.  What I want is one of those tears I saw last week to fall on a page 
and I will simply read that!  The nearest I have found is this quote, but I can’t 
discover where it comes from: 

“God loves me more in a moment than anyone could in a lifetime.”  

Thank you again to all those who are part of our celebrations, whether that be in 
person or electronically. 

Elkford 
Just a little separate note to those in Elkford:  Again, thank you to all those who 
turned up for Communion after Mass.  So you know, the Blessed Sacrament is 
back in the tabernacle.  Keep safe and we will keep celebrating Mass on Sundays 
at 4pm. 

And Finally... 
Apparently last week on some versions of this e-mail the link I included to a short 
video was spread over two lines, so it didn’t connect properly.  Here it is again if 
you couldn’t see it last week.  To explain, it came via my Bishop in Britain and is 
in French, but it is quite humorous!   

https://www.facebook.com/375900142808825/posts/1116901435375355/  

With many thanks, 
Fr. David  

Link to Sunday Mass 
To get the link to our 9am Sunday morning Mass please send an e-mail to one of 
our parish offices with your name and you will then receive the link each week. 

info@holyfamilyfernie.ca 
ElkValleyRC@gmail.com 
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